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Abstract

A recursive estimation for the enhancement of white noise contaminated speech is proposed. This method is based on the 
Kalman filter with time-varying parametric model for the clean speech signal. Then, hidden filter model are used to model 
the clean speech signal. An approximation improvement of 4-5 dB in SNR is achieved at 5 and 10 dB input SNR, respect
ively.

I . Introduction

Hidden markov mod이s (HMM) have been used to esti
mate the model of speech signals for speech enhancement 
[1-2]. In HMM speech signals are first blocked into 
fixed-length frames. However, since the vocal tract and 
excitation can change substantially in a relatively short 
time, the framing often results in a poor temporal resol
ution for fast varying speech sounds such as plosives or 
diptongs. To represent the nonstationary nature of speech 
waveform, we assume that speech is the output of a 
time-varying system whose parameters depend on the 
states of the Markov chain. Hidden filter model (HFM) 
is an useful model with parametric form for the 
nonstationarity of speech waveform [3]. HFM has been 
proven successful in speech recognition application [4].

In this paper, we used the maximum likelihood 
approach using the Baum re-estimation algorithm to esti
mate parameter of HFM from the clean speech signal. 
Given the parameter of the speech, wc propose a recur
sive estimation based on the Kalman filter for speech 
enhancement of white noise contaminated speech. This 
method does not need to frame the speech in training and 
enhancement procedure.

II. The Hidden Filter Model for Speech Signal

The 니 FM is an autoregressive (AR) model with its 
parameters associated with markov chain states. Consider 
a first-order markov chain with L-states and a states 
transition matrix A = | ] i, j = 1L. Thus, at time t,
the speech data conditioned on state i is described by

必）=町丫（£一1） + 攻）, (1)

where [缶(1),...,缶(£시 is the vector of AR coefficients

on state z, Y(^-l)= [^(/ —/>)]r is the sequence 
of the past p observations, and the driving sequence q 
is zero mean Gaussian process with a variance er"

Starting from an initial model 사), the objective func
tion with M multiple training sequences is given by the 
Baum re-estimation algorithm [4], as
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where Y订(t) is the a posterior probability of the transition 
from state i to state j given the observation sequence and 
the model 人).

We can obtain the model parameter A = {A = {&订}, B =
{B；},。■드{<*},  Z, j = 1，-..,L} by maximizing the objective 
function (2) as described in [5]:
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IH. Recursive Estimation for Speech 

Enhancement

If the speech is degraded by statistically independent 
additive zero mean white Gaussian noise, wc can con
struct a state-space form with markov states s(t) G (1 
L} at time t, as ；

Y(0 = 0> (s W) Y(/-1) + Ge(s (£)), (3)
z(t) = HT (4)

where 6(s(f)) = I?" ], G 니 10 ..•이7', H 니1() …이1; 

and w(t) is white Gaussian noise with variance oj,, and 
assume that Y(0), e(s(/)), and w(t) are mutually indepen
dent.

Given the noisy speech Z(f) = {z⑴ …z(£)}, the estimate 
Y(t) of clean speech y(t) is given by the conditional mean

•：f>
YW = /J(Y(/)|Z(/)} = J- Y(3(Y(t)|Z(£))dY(t). (5)
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By definition [6], the conditional density function of (5) 
can be written as

L
/>(YWIZW)-E 力(Y(£)|s(f)=2

j= i
(6)

Substituting (6) into (5), and interchanging integration 
and summation, the estimate Y(£) is obtained by

YW-E V,)/)(s«)3lZ(£)) (7)
X 1

:X：
where Y7(/)= j- Y(t)》(Y(t)|s(t) =顶，Z(t)dY(t) is the 

—*00
conditional mean estimate of Y(/) given sit} - j.

The estimate Y (/) of (7) is a weighted sum of the L 
individual estimates Y 7 (Z). The weighting factor 力(s(£) = 
j IZ ft)) is the probability that the individual e이imalors 
are correct ones for the given noisy speech z(Z).

Each estimate Y ； (t) is found from a modified Kalman 
filter given by

才)”义너 — l) + Kj(£){z(»HF(浦)” Y&T)},

(8) 
虬(/) 드 6 (s(/) 그 ；) F出一 1)①丁(s(/) = 7)+ GQ (s(/) 二 顶)G\ (9)

= [HM+ R\~\ (10)
P} (t) - Mj (/) - Kj (/) HMj (t). (11)

where Q (s (/) = j) = trj I and R =(《I are the covariance 
matrix of excitation o(s(f))and noise w(/), respectiv이y.

The weighting factor = becomes as, using 
Z(Z) = {z(t), Z(/ — 1)} and Bayes rule;

心(/)" Z (/))=姬业(5 ZQ®业划ZQ)
D"|Z(—1))

(12)

This first term of the numerator of (12) can be appro
ximated by

Yy(Z-l), R] (13)

where N\ | denotes a normal distribution.
The second term of the numerator of (12) is the 

predicted probability given by,

L

I = I

Since the denominator term of (12) is independent of j, it 
becomes a scale factor. Therefore, p (s (/) = j IZ (0) is can 
be efficiently calculated using the previous weighting fac
tor as 

p(s(t) = jIZW) = ctp(z(/)Is(/) = /, Z(/-l)) 
L
E Z)(s(/-l) = z|Z(/-l)) (15)
i — I

where ct is a scale factor determined at time t and 
guaranteeing that the sum of all the weighting factor is 
equal to one ；

E 力(s(£) = 7lZ(/))=l.
「t

With initial conditions p(s (0) = /1Z(0)) = 1 /£, Y(0) = 0, 
Pj (0) 0, for j - 1L, (9) is processed first, followed 
by (10-11), (8), (15), and then (7). The enhanced speech 
signal V (£) is equal to the first component y (£) of the 
estimated Y (/). However, the last component of the 
estimated + at time Z + />— 1 will give a better 
estimate of the speech signal at the t-th instant. Thus we 
delay the computation of Y(/) until the (/ + p — \) th 
instant. The enhanced speech signal at the /-th instant is 
finally obtained as

讪) 늬。…이 + 1). (16)

[0--01]

IV. Experimental Results

The proposed enhancement approach was examined in
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Table 1. SNR(dB) Performance of the proposed method

Input SNR 0 5 10 15 20

without delay 5.94 9.09 13 17.18 21.14
general(HMM) 7.25 10.27 13.68 17.58 21.69

with delay 7.31 10.78 14.27 18.17 22.19

Figure 1. Speech signals: (a) clean speech, (b) noisy speech(5dB) (c) 
enhanced speech without delay, (d) enhanced speech with 
delay

enhancing speech signals which have been degraded by 
statistically independent additive white Gaussian noise at 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values of 0, 5, 10, 15. 20 dB. 
Training was performed using 8 sentences of clean speech 
by two male speaker. Enhancement tests were performed 
on 2 sentences of test sentences spoken by a different one 
speaker. In experiment, speech is sampled at 12kHz, the 
order of each AR process is 12 and the number of states 
of HFM is 5, respectively. Table 1. shows performance of 
proposed method with a delay and without a delay. By 
the proposed method, an approximate improvement of 4 

dB in SNR is achieved at various input SNR. Also, 
results for the method with delay show an additional 1.1 
dB and 0.4 dB improvement over the method without 
delay and conventional respectively. In Fig. 1,
we show a noisy speech signal processed by the proposed 
method under SNR value of 5 dB.

V. Conclusion

We proposed a new approach for enhancing the speech 
signal which have been degraded by statistically indepen
dent additive white Gaussian noise. Given the trained 
HFM from clean speech, the recursive estimation based 
on the Kalman filter is developed. This approach is 
comprised of a fixed set of estimators operating in parallel 

with each individual estimator weighted by the probabilities 
that its own are correct ones for the given noisy speech. 
The noise model and HFM used in here is simple model. 
Presently, we are studying about recursive estimation with 
the mixture HFM for speech enhancement under the 
c이ored noise.
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